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Memorial services begin

Xenians mourn tornado victims
XENIA. Ohio 1AF1 - Gloomy skies
and dipping temperature* set a solemn
tone yesterday for the first of the
memorial services for Xenia's tornado
victims.
About 30 mourners gathered at a
small brick funeral home 11 miles east
of the tornado-torn city of 25 000 to pay
tribute to Clara Irene Pagetl. 62
Services for others were to follow in
the neit few days
"Irene was doing volunteer work at
the cancer building." one friend told
another. 'Her home wasn't even
disturbed Isn't it too bad.''
Thirty Xenia residents died last
Wednesday when a tornado ripped
through the downtown area and a
residential section of the city Two
Ohio National Guardsmen were killed
in a fire Saturday in a downtown

Weather
Clearing and not so cool today.
Highs In the lower Ms. Fair and
cool tonight. Lows in the low Ms.
Tomorrow mostly rloady and
warmer Highs In the mid 4**.
Probability of precipitation 20 per
cent today and II per cent tonight.

An
Independent
Student
Voice

building destroyed by the tornado.
FIVE OTHERS died Wednesday at
Cincinnati, one at Wilberforce and
another at Peebles.
Tom Nee Id lost his funeral parlor in
Xenia to the tornado, but went to work
at once arranging for services in
outlying communities.
Search teams, meanwhile, continued
to sort through the rubble that was
Xenia in search of the missing The
tornado ripped a quarter-mile wide
path through the community
A spokesman lor the National Ciuard
said 10 persons and a family were
listed as missing as the new week
began
Fire continued to haunt the area At
nearby Wilberforce, fire raced through
a floor of the student union building al
Central Slate University. The school
was in the path of the tornado and
sultei ed major destruction
The guard reported no injuries in the
fire
Reconstruction efforts were begun
both on the scene and in Washington.

Peter K. Thompson, president of
Mid-Continent Properties. Inc.. of
Piqua. said old loundations would be
used He said the costs would be about
the same as before.
The City Commission, meeting
Sunday, declared a special emergency
ordinance to allow condemnation of
damaged buildings
The commission voted to permit the
city to condemn any building over 50
per cent damaged and then destroy it
after three days
Xenia and Greene County officials
conlerred
yesterday
with
representatives of the Federal
Disaster Assistance Agency on the
availability of money to rebuild
streets, certain utilities and public
buildings
SCHOOL administrators in Greene
County said they hoped to resume
classes for youngsters in Xenia by
yesterday, using undamaged city
schools and tacilities in nearby
communities
Three ot six elementary schools
inside the City are usable, and classes
probably will be held on split
schedules, administrators said.
Students from Xenia High School,
demolished by the tornado, will go to
nearby Beaver (reek High School, they

THE FIRM which built houses in
Xenia's Arrowhead section said it
would rebuild those destroyed by the
tornadic winds About 300 homes in the
residential district were destroyed by
the tornado

I

said.
In the midst of Xenia's reconstruction campaign, there were these other
developments.
-T. Lawrence Jones, president of the
American Insurance
Association
(AIA). conferred with city officials,
then told reporters the tornadoes
which ripped through the Midwest and
South caused the worst damage ever
recorded
Jones estimated damage from the
tornadoes in Ohio at $220 million He
said the AIA estimated $150 million
worth of the property damaged was
insured.
-U.S. SEN. Howard M. Metzenbaum
i D-Ohio i announced preparation of
legislation providing disaster reliet to
tornado victims in nine states
Mettenbaum said he would
recommend immediate hearings on the
legislation
-The Loyal Order of Moose in Ohio
issued a call to its 108 lodges in the
state for non-perishable toods and
infant supplies such as cribs and
blankets lor victims of last week's
tornadoes
-Bernard Chupka. safety director in
Columbus said city officials would
visit Xenia in an effort to develop a
disaster plan for the capital city.
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A battered tricycle and a car are a few of the recognitable
remaini of a quarter-mile wide path that ripped through
Xenia last week. Memorial services for the thirty pesons killed
began yesterday. (Newsphoto by Joseph W Darwal)
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Recommendation due
on staffers' actions
By Jim Wasserman
Editorial Editor

■Mti fhmko, junior (AAS), left, and Cindy Vestal, junior (Id.), unpack a now
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due to the paper sh<wto^ and the use of o higher grode of paper. (Newsphate
by Marty LaFentaine)

A recommendation will be
submitted to the Dean of Students
office today by the Student Arbitration Board, which last night heard
charges claiming four News staffers
intended to defraud the University.
The complaint was filed by John
Doering and Mike Bickley. both
seniors in the College of Business
Administration and former Student
Body Organisations (SBO) officers in
the academic affairs office They did
not attend the hearing
The complaint charges that Joan
Gestl. Janet Romaker. Curt Hazlett
and Nancy Laughlin intended to
defraud the University by obtaining
extra ballots during the Feb. 27 SBO
elections.
Twelve ballots were marked with a
rubber stamp reading "BG News"
and returned to ballot boxes. The
elections were ruled invalid later that
day by the Election and Opinions
Board.
Raymond C. Whittaker. dean of
students, will make a final decision

on what punishment, il any. will be
given to the four staffers However,
the plaintiffs can appeal SAB's
recommendation to the Student
Appeals Board.
Proseroting alto'ney Lloyd Tulp
senior (B Al, opened the session by
explaining that it was not up to the
court to decide whether moral
grounds made the staffers actions
legitimate and that the court should
weigh the evidence to determine
whether fraud was committed.
"In spite of overbearing publicity I
hope that the court will not be biased
in their decision, Tulp said
Rick Barr. sophomore (Ed. I and
chief defense counselor, said fraud is
defined as depriving another of his
rights. He said a moral objective was
the staffers' definite motive.
News editor Janet Homaker. senior
(B.A.), said she found the first
indication of lax election procedures
on the morning of February 27. when
she discovered two pieces of
campaign literature inside a voting
booth in the Men's Gym.
Romaker testilied that she called
Mike Valentine, advisor to the

Paper shortage forces book prices
By Carl Rememsky
Stall Reporter
Kemember the old saying "paper's
cheap'"' It isn't Hue anymore.
Prices ol textbooks, notebooks, art
supplies and almost everything sold in
campus bookstores have shot up
Officials lor the three commercial
bookstores serving the University
agree the price situation will worsen
before it improves.
The main reason cited for the price
rise is the paper shortage, while a hike
in treight rates by many trucking
companies for book delivery has
affected prices
A letter trom the McGraw-Hill Book
Company has warned the paper
shortage will mean more stringent
printing and ordering schedules, and
publishers will be more carelul in their
decisions on what and how much to
publish.

Otis H Sonnenberg, an assistant
manager ol the University Bookstore,
said students and faculty should be told
about the paper problem so "we can
handle the problems through
cooperation."
HE SAID many revised editions
ordered for this quarter were received
late while others have not been
received.
"We hope professors will use books
longer. This will allow us to reuse
books and students will get a better
deal by being able to resell them to us
instead of the wholesaler." he said
The textbook price rise is due to the
use of a higher grade, more expensive
papei. Sonnenberg said.
Paper
companies are discontinuing using
lower grade paper formerly used in
texts because they can make a better
prolil on the high-grade paper, he
added
"All the publishers have been very

Seven shots fired
following love spot
Campus Safety reports that shots
were fired through a window of the
Gamma Phi Beta sorority house at
11:20 p.m. Sunday.
Police said the suspect was visiting
Susan B. Peterson, junior lEd.i. his
ex-girlfriend. When Peterson resisted
leaving the house with him, the suspect
struck her several times then left the
' house. He then allegedly pulled his
vehicle into the front driveway of the
house and fired seven shots with a
small caliber weapon.
Police said five shots passed through

the window and lodged in the wall
above the couch where Peterson and a
boyfriend were sitting The other two
shots lodged in the outside wall.
Police said Student Affairs was
advised to move Peterson to another
location and an officer was placed at
the house for the remainder of the
night.
Campus Safety also reported three
pieces of Samsonite luggage missing
from a Kreischer-Ashiey luggage
room The items were valued at $120.

cooperative and are doing their
darndest to ease this situation, he
said
We'll have to cut corners with the
publishers to hold prices down." he
added
John J Buckenmyer. an assistant
manager ol the University Bookstore,
said paper prices in supplies have
increased also, and probably will
worsen because the ceiling on paper
prices ended in the middle of March
BUCKENMYER said one company
returned an order saying they could not
fill it. and another company put the
bookstore on a quota system.
"Spirals, legal pads, index cards, all
art papers, envelopes and just about
any paper supplies have been affected
by the shortage." he said
He gave the same reasons for the
supply price rise as the textbook cost
hike--a paper shortage and the use of a
more expensive grade of paper.
"I didn't get some of the things I
ordered this last rush period yet. he
said
Buckenmyer said he received 23
notices from companies in the last
month and a half announcing price
increases and reasons lor increases
He said he cannot get many types of
specialized art papers any longer since
they are no longer made.
it's just going to be like gasoline.
prices will be high wherever one
goes," Buckenmyer said.
Buckenmyer said he has dropped
many lines of small notebooks because
of high prices.
"We don't like to see prices go up
either," he added
Paul Purdy. Bee Gee Bookstore
manager, said he has had price
increases on about everything he gets.

He said he doesn't know il the paper
shortage caused the price hikes
"We've experienced some shortages
on the part of some companies, but
have been able to get things we need
from other companies in those
situations. Purdy said
PURDY expects more price
increases by summer quarter.
The shortage has probably caused
many shipment delays of his textbook
in (ins Purdy said. He added that
companies with late orders may be
waiting for a certain volume of orders
belore they reprint certain books.
lietainment ol books by professors
for a longer time would be "beneficial
to all concerned."
The professor should pick books
he'll be able to use lor two or three
years," he said.
He added that publishers now accept
all unsold books a bookstore returns to
them so to keep up their stocks.
Before, publishers would accept only a
20 per cent return, he said.
Bob Fellers. Student Book Exchange
manager, said supplies have increased
as much or more than textbooks and
that prices will continue to rise for a
while longer.
HE SAID the price of paperback
books have skyrocketed, but he noticed
this trend before the paper shortage.
He held the same view other
bookstore officials did on delivery
delays and return of unused books to
companies.
•Some companies ask for certain
titles back, and all seem to be
liberalizing their attitude toward
taking books back," Fellers said.
Manufacturers
also
have

discontinued the use ol many lines ot
art papers, he added.
"II companies would stop revising
books so otten it would help." Fellers
said

inside the News...
♦ History was made last night
in Atlanta when Hank Aaron
smashed hi* 715th career home
run, surpassing the legendary
Babe Ruth. Aaron, who had
walked in his first trip to the
plate, hit his historic shot in the
fourth inning off Los Angeles
Dodger hurler Al Downing. See
page eight for details.
A'Karen and
Richard,
the
"Count," the famed Globetrotters and Bachman-Turner
Overdrive comprised one of the
largest
entertainment
explosions in recent BG history.
Sea pages six and seven for
picture essays and reviews.
♦ Lou Friday's Bachman-Turner
Overdrive concert brought on
the worst in seme concert-goers.
Broken windows and nasty cuts
were the result of overanxious
patrons who hist couldn't wait
to enter Andersen Arena. We
call it animalistic
behaviarnething more and nothing less.
See editorial on paga two.

Election and Opinions Board, to
register a complaint, but that
Valentine was unsure of the exact
procedure for handling a complaint
Curt Hazlett. junior i B A i. said he
iirst thought ol the idea to obtain
extra ballots with other students'
validation cards He said he slightly
disguised himself each time he went
to the voting locations
Hazlett said he saw that the
election process was lax and felt it
deserved investigation A BG News
stamp was used to mark ballots, he
said, because the four staffers did not
want to influence the outcome of the
elections

John Boyer, acting director of the
School of Journalism, testilied that
he was notified of the ballot incident
after
the investigation was
completed
Boyer said:
I would have
supported the actions of (he four
before they did it, given terms that
there was no intention to defraud and
no actual voting in the election."
Boyer also said there are no
University or state laws which
prohibit the staffers' action.
Joan Gestl, senior HA A&S),
testified that exposure of the
weaknesses of the election system
was intended by the staffers. She said
that journalism students who lent
validation cards to the staffers were
fully aware that their voting rights
were not being violated She said that
only those students who had not
voted--and did not intend to vote-surrendered their validation cards.
Tulp concluded the prosecutions
case, saying that altering the election
process was only one example of
fraud. He said Hazlett's admission
that three staffers planned the
investigation together implied an
intent to defraud the University.
Tulp also charged that Gestl.
Romaker and Laughlin corroborated
with each other and were fraudulent
in their use of other students'
validation cards to obtain extra
ballots.
"Their intentions, though good,
were a blatant device for disrupting
the elections," Tulp concluded He
recommended the maximum penalty
be invoked on each student.
Al Deniro, sophomore lA&S) and
defense attorney, summed up the
defendants case He said the rights
of all persons concerned with the
investigation were protected and that
the news stories explaining the
investigation made other students
aware of lax election procedures.
He said the intention of delrauding
the University had not been proved,
and suggested that if the board ruled
against
the
News, further
implications would be present "The
decision of this board would mean
that future members of the News
would also have this case hanging
over their heads," Deniro said. He
recommended the four students be
acquitted.
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Lerrers
president's taxes
It's disgusting to hear that President Nixon only paid $793 in federal
income taxes in 1970.
However, it is a good feeling to know that the President has agreed to
make a payment of $433,787.13 in back taxes, which, with interest, could
be about $465,000.
Arthur Bleech, the President's personal accountant, also has charged
that Nixon's tax advisors had orders from John Dean, John Ehrlichman
and other top White House aides, to make the deductions that have been
declared improper by a congressional investigating committee.
Both the White House and Donald C. Alexander, commissioner of the
Internal Revenue Service (IKS), deny that there is evidence of fraud in
preparing the President's taxes. Alexander has admitted however, that
I US s original audit of Nixon was not as thorough as it should have been.
Whether fraud was intended or not. the fact that President Nixon payed
only $793 in federal income taxes is inexcusable.
Surely, many honest citizens payed much more than the President in
1970. while making only a fraction of the Presidential salary. The White
House has received many letters from outraged citizens wondering why
they had to pay more than the President.
And they should wonder! One of George McGovern's strong issues in
the 1972 campaign was closing loopholes in our federal tax system that
makes it possible for the rich to pay less than those who have a lesser
income.
There is no excuse for a system that exploits the poorer masses while
the rich pay little. If everyone had the advantage of using tax loopholes
this country would have a difficult time financing its existence.
It is even sadder, when the President, to whom the country supposedly
looks for leadership, is one of the worst examples of this type of
exploitation. Nixon's promise to pay back the taxes will certainly win
him no favor among a constituency that is turning against him more and
more
Nixon's due taxes are one more disgrace of an already too disgraceful
administration
For that and countless other disgraces, it is evident that no schools,
parks or highways will ever take the name of Richard M. Nixon.

liberal
prejudice
Senator Buckley's recent attack on
President Nixon is now in the news
Lei's look .it the other attack not
known by a majority ol the public, the
secret wai launched by the liberal
establishment against the conservatives tuck as William F.
Buckley.
HERE IS the story When Buckley's
i William I si first book was published
here is what the liberals said about his
book "Up From Liberalism
This bias was a local point ol Mr
Nixon's pi ess conference of March
18th. by the way this prejudice is still
around
The "Saturday Review" laid
"Buckley's conservatism has nothing
to otter his bonk will unfortunately be
a - valuable tool tor Communist
propaganda.
The Harvard Crimson, student
newspaper ol Harvard I '., said
"Pernicious, toxic and disasterous
"AMERICA" Naid He quotes John
Stuart Mill "
This is what characterizes the liberal
biaa in the news madia; this is what all
patriotic men get liom the media
They get a t otten deal

That is why Hn hard Nixon hates the
press. Distortion by design is their art
and confusion is their by-product.
So much for the National Association
of Broadcasters and the Nixon versus
the press battle Hope this is lucid
enough to understand why Nixon thinks
as he does.
NEWTON'S LAW of equal and
opposite reaction is the key to this
controversy between Nixon and the
Press. For telling the truth about the
Ked enemy one gets a volley of liberal
prejudice Recall the late Senator Joe
McCarthy? That is the essence of
hatred by the press for patriots
Douglas Keith
4297 Main St
Perry. Ohio 44081

rebuttal
to 'jocks'
I. too. have been a student at BGSU
for three years and I agree as much as
anyone else that the recreational
facilities here leave a lot to be desired
Our three recreational structures
are not nearly adequate for 16.000
students. Included in the figure are
approximately 9.000 females, who also

have the right to these recreational
areas.
OUT OF the three facilities here at
BG-men dominate the recreation time
in Memorial Hall and the Men's Gym.
so the only chance that the women
have for sports activities in an
enclosed structure is at the Women's
Building. There are too many times we
are pushed out or scooted to a broken
basket in the corner while the men will
be playing full court on one half of the
gym and have the other two baskets
occupied and overflowing into our
"restricted area."
Women also have a desire for
recreation and 1 would beg to differ
with the male who says that they are
merely taking up space by playing tictac-loe Granted, some men are more
highly skilled than women in some
sport activities, but if the women have
the desire to spend their leisure time in
a gymnasium, their recreational
desires should not be killed by people
who feel that just because they have a
higher level of skill they should have
priority.
ONLY LATELY has there been some
action taken to give the women a right
for adequate space at the women's
building Male and female supervisors
have been hired to work together as to
allow each sex equal space in the gym.
The building cannot open until these

The New Alumni Center

As an alumni 1 do not share the
mindless boOfterism of my lellow
alumni concerning the proposed
Alumni Center We need a new alumni
center like we need a hole in the head
Potential office space already exists
in the Union Hotel i which is underutilized!, old dorms, eg Shalzel.
Williams and Johnson or in the newer
ones, eg Kohl and in the Commons
The University strictly requires
freshmen and sophomores to live on
campus because of a housing surplus
THE RESULT of enforcing that
policy is shortage that leads to
conversion ol lounges to bedrooms. All
that would be required would be to
convert a dorm or dining hall into an

Board Increases
!n Tuesday's paper it was mentioned
that mandatory meal purchases will go
up from $160 to $165 and it is implied
they will go up more the following year
as well 1 would like to state that the
agreement with the bondholders ithe
dorms and dining halls were built with
long term bonds i states the minimum
is to be $160
This means students can seriously
prevent the increase as it is not legallyrequired SBO President Bugie take
note
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whpt's
wrong
with
congress?

streakers:
perform
elsewhere I

campus safety

new alumni center unnecessary
(It would be assumed that the lirst
two years on campus policy would be
relaxed and the surplus students
allowed to move off-campus into
cheaper and better apartments-on
second thought though. Hollis might
decide to build more dorms 11 mm )

Barb Britton
Cindy Wllliman
777 Manville Ave. Apt. 8

Bob Pearsall
1018Olfenhauer West

'NOW AND THEN I TRY FOR THE BIG STUFF!'

This is a multi-subject letter and
covers four areas

AGAIN SINCE I feel our facilities
are limited, I feel the people who wrote
the previous article were upset
because they had been shoved out. so
they should maybe think twice before
wanting to shove others out.

IF YOU guys get such a big kick out
ot running naked together or solo, then
do it at a nudist colony or some place .
where no one will have to see you. like
Poe Ditch
Doering wants the book thrown at
BG News stallers lor harmlessly
trying to improve elections on campus,
but he suggests that indecent exposure
is harmless tun Doering and his naked
buddies are sick

Last Friday's Bachman-Turner Overdrive concert apparently brought
out the worst in some concert-goers.
The scene at the doors-where pressure from the crowd broke two
windows and gave a couple persons some nasty cuts-was the first
example of animalistic behavior.
During the concerts a few persons must have thought it amusing to
throw things at the performers. These actions recall ugly memories of
the Alice Cooper concert at the Toledo Sports Arena when Cooper's band
walked off the stage after they were hit with debris.
Word gets around and if performers have to worry about getting hit
with objects, the University could have trouble.with future bookings.
Concerning the broken windows, maybe during future concerts the
management should open the doors earlier so long lines and hot tempefs
don't develop.

alumni center, thus allowing for money
savings and increased freedom of
choice for students

Being that our facilities are so
limited, it would be a good idea to have
respect and take care of the ones that
we have. Too many times the women's
sports teams go into the gym for a
match or game and find mud-caked
floors and shredded nets they have to
take care of before the scheduled
activity can begin.

Helernng to recent streaking done
by University students and John
Doering s opinion ot it as being
harmless and tun tilled 1 suggest
Doering and streakers perform their
fun tilled harmlessness where it does
not infringe upon the lights of people
who do not wish to take part

concert problems

By I- ran; C. Zrllieh
(19 S. College Dr. Apt. 1
Guest Columnist

supervisors are there, so consequently
the building cannot stay open 24 hours.
These supervisors are there, not only
to act as a liaison between the sexes.
but they also are there in case of an
injury.

University Fire Safety
l.asi weekend the Union hosted a fire
school ithe Union receives a heftysubsidy from your tuition, so bear in
mind that groups using the Union are
indirectly subsidized in their
activities i One of the events was the
use of BCi's aerial ladder truck to
rescue an "injured" man from the roof
of Overman.
Embarrassingly, the task was
beyond the ability ol the 30-year-old
museum piece, and it didn't work. I
asked one of the visiting firemen what
BGSU needed to replace the unit and
he said that the presence of four
skyscrapers on campus and several
bulky buildings such as the County
Courthouse and University Hall
dictated the purchase of a 100-125 foot
"cherry picker."
I LATER asked a fire engine
salesman at the conference how much
something like that would cost He just
sort of smiled and said. "Oh, around
$120.000-$125.000." Having seen several
NEW YORK. NY -Asked to
evaluate our traditional institutions,
millions of Americans would place
Congress somewhere between Internal
Revenue and the Klu Klux Klan. In
certain areas of this great democracy,
the local doctor, chief of police and
tavern keeper are held in warmer
regard than the men representing the
district in Congress.
Recent polls have shown the
approval rating of Congress to be less
than 25 per cent And people still quote
with bitter glee Mark Twain's line,
"Reader, suppose you were an idiot.
And suppose you were a member of
Congress-but I repeat myself "
ALL THE foregoing is sad and
shameful. If we are to revitalize our
democracy, studying the issues and
voting good men into office, we must
insist on two basic reforms.
First, stronger emphasis on
government and history in our schools.
And. second, the regular televising of
all important sessions of Congress,
particularly committee hearings.
This last suggestion is now receiving
serious attention in Washington. And
high time.
Sen Lee Metcalf would welcome
television into the halls of Congress.
He recently told the Joint Committee
on Congressional Operations that

fires at BG. some on campus, and
having noted the inadequate equipment
of the fire department land bear in
mind there's always a broken-down
train on the tracks between the station
and the school i I suggest the alumni
cancel their $800,000 Center and buy
new equipment and a station for the
Fire Department on this side of the
tracks
1 should also warn students and
administrators not to consider the
threat of a serious fire to be minor
University Hall has many vertical
flues in the form of elevator shafts,
ventilating ducts and the like.
Overman is used, along with MathScience and Biology to store flammable and toxic chemicals.
In fact, dangerous chemicals are
stored in 110 Math-Science,
immediately adjacent to a large
lecture hall, and the interconnecting
fire door lacks hermetic seals and
there is not self-activating ventilator in

Harriet Vaa Hone

voters are altogether too ignorant
about what goes on in Washington.
"CONGRESS obviously is not
coming through loud and clear." the
Montana Democrat said. "Surely, with
faith in congressional effectiveness at
a new low. it is time for us to do
everything possible to let the people
know what Congress is doing..in their
behalf."
People generally do not know how
poorly attended congressional sessions
are, how much time is wasted and how
many votes depend on cloakroom deals
and the pressure tactics of lobbyists.
Of course, the admission of TV
cameras into the Congress would raise
problems, both political and
parliamentary. The ham actors who sit
in every legislature around the world
would be tempted to put on a show for
the home folks
But discipline from the chair, a few

the room Similar hazards exist in
other buildings as well
A Designed Bicycle Hazard on Campus
Another safety hazard on campus is
the parallel sewer gratings, so fondly
ordered by the offices of Campus
Planning and the architect.
I have repeatedly warned
Administrators in the past about these
as potential deathtraps for bicyclists
and have been ignored As anyone who
bicycles lor transportation or sport
knows, the League of American
Wheelmen lLAWI and other groups
have effectively lobbied for the
removal of these hideous killers, from
various localities
I AM interested in starting an
organization to remove these from
both University and Campus streets. If
you are interested or have information
about accidents caused by falling into
or attempting to avoid sewer gratings
please contact me.
bad notices in the press and some
helpful suggestions from across the
aisle isuch as. "For God's sake, sit
down!"! would provide sufficient
restraint.
THERE IS no doubt that the
televising of historic committee
hearings has had a generally tonic
effect on our democracy. The
Kefauver hearings resulted in stdfer
anticrime legislation
They also
revealed the weakness and corruption
of the anticrime agencies then current.
The televised Army-McCarthy
hearings were a liberal education to
Americans who had imagined that,
because he was an anti-Communist.
Sen Joe McCarthy was a noble fellow.
The hearings showed him up for what
he was-a sneering bully, respecting
neither law nor truth. The political
climate was noticeably cleaner once
these hearings were over.
In the current issue of the New York
Review of Books, novelist Mary
McCarthy appraises Watergate and
expresses her gratitude for the Ervin
committee hearings.
IT IS Miss McCarthy's firm beliefand she is the first journalist to state it
so boldly and precisely-that President
Nixon conceived, masterminded and
covered up the Watergate affair. All of
it, from burglaries to hush money to

for real?
In times such as these, when
everyone is complaining about
misjustices being done, why hasn't
someone spoken up about the
organization hiding under the title of
"Campus Safety''"
Are they for real?
I WAS impressed when I first came
to this campus, when I saw the gray
cars with the gray, uniformed men. but
when my bicycle came up missing
(without a license because they were
out of them). all they could tell me was
that it was a terrible problem on
campus.
So tell me who is supposed to stop the
problem''
Why don't they just leave the
streakers and the parked cars in
violation alone and save gas. Get out of
those gray cars, walk awhile and catch
the thieves with the stolen bicycles,
stereos and a diabetic's food.

|

I MEAN, we are the residents of this
campus community and without us
there would be no need for them.
Paul Hinson
SMProut
tape erasures.
Working from this premise, Miss
McCarthy says of the hearings that
held us in thrall all summer, "The
accomplishments of the committee
can be measured by asking ourselves
where we would be today if it had
never held hearings. Nixon would be
nowhere near Impeachment or
resignation if the tapes had not caught
him in their toils, and we might never
have known of their existence without
the Ervin committee."
In his book, "Both Your Houses,"
Warren Weaver Jr. has written,
"There could be no greater force for
change in the old. outmoded, protected
congressional system than the live
broadcasting of regular sessions of the
Senate and House over educational
television.
"EVEN WITH the relatively limited '|
audience that these channels
command, it seems almost certain that
the public would rise up and inquire If
this is any way to run a Congress."
Another powerful reason why
Congress should welcome televtiion la
the example set by Mr. Nixon. He
commands the airwaves. Thus be has
made himself, to many minds, the 11
main symbol of American government.
This is not a power envisaged by our
founding fathers.
Cepyright 1*74, Los A*eles Times
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Organization needs help

Crisis Phone meets own crisis
Crisis Phone, a telephone
help organization that has
served Bowling Green for
almost four years, is broke
Although Crisis Phone
Coordinator Sharon Baxter
emphasizes it will stay in
operation, she admits it
needs help
Basically
were
completely out of money."
Baxter said yesterday
She explained that the
problem began last summer

alter Crisis Phone submitted a 114.000 budget
request to the Wood County
Mental Health and Mental
Retardation Board.
THE BOARD gave Crisis
Phone only $7,500. and the
group's director decided to
ask the Community Chest
for additional funds.
But Community Chest officials said in August that
they would agree to fund
Crisis Phone if it merged

Applications available
Applications for the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant
are available in the Financial Aid Office. 305 Student
Services Bldg
For students to be eligible, they must have started post
high school education after April 1, 1974. be enrolled as a
full time sludent with at least 12 credit hours and a U.S.
citizen
II is expected thai awards will range between $50-1800
Applications arc processed free of charge Students
applying lor financial aid are expected to apply for this
grant

with Family Services, a
Toledo-based group.
Baxter said the two
groups had trouble working
together, and eventually
decided not to merge.
In November, negotiations
began for a merger with
United Central Services, a
Toledo-based group that
serves as an "umbrella
agency" for groups such as
Rescue, Inc., a suicide-help
group, and Drug Sanctuary.
UNITED Central Services
wanted full control of Crisis
Phone if they merged, something that Crisis Phone
didn't want. Baxter said.
"We'd be glad to have
them do our public relations
work and budgeting, but we
want to keep our own
control." she explained
She added that Crisis
Phone is still negotiating for
funding from Community

Chest and wants to obtain a
foundation grant
The organization's immediate problem is lack of
funds.
BAXTER SAID Crisis
Phone's rent is paid through
April for its headquarters in
the I'nited Christian Fellowship Center at Ridge and
Thurstin Streets, and that
she doubts they would be
evicted if they couldn't pay
future rent
She added that the two
paid staff members would
probably work for nothing if
necessaryCrisis Phone's telephone
bill is about $80 a month, she
said, and there isn't enough
money to pay it.
Although emphasizing
that Crisis Phone will
continue to function. Baxter
said they are appealing to
Bowling Green for help

newsnotes
Damage
lAPl
Farmers said yesterday
they lost several million dollars
worth ol animals crops and supplies
in last week's tornadoes but all
agreed that the storm damage wasn't
nearly so severe as it could have
been
An Associated Press survey of
damage showed most spring crops
had not been planted when the
tornadoes struck 11 states and
Canada, killing more than 300 persons
and leaving thousands homeless.
Federal officials estimate damage
to all kinds of insured property is
over hall a billion dollars

Murder
CAMBRIDGE, Mass (API - A
baby born this year in one of
America's 50 largest cities has
almost a two per cent chance of being
murdered in his lifetime, according
to a mathematically based study

released yesterday.
Dr Arnold Barnett. an instructor in

applied mathematics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, told
a seminar his study shows that a baby
born in 1974 is more likely to be
murdered than an American soldier
in World War II was to die in combat
Barnett said statistics based on the
current murder rate also show that a
male baby born in one of the 50 cities
has a three per cent chance of being
murdered
In World War II,
according to Defense Department
statistics, less than two per cent of
the more than 16 million Americans
who served were killed in battle.
However, the murder statistics are
figured over a lifetime while a
soldier's time in battle is very limited
and many soldiers never get into
combat

Nations' plight
UNITED NATIONS. NY (API The planet s poorest nations, newly
dubbed the Fourth World. ' get a
chance to portray their plight at a
special economic session of the
United Nations General Assembly
which opens today.

TAU KAPPA EPSILON

LITTLE SIS
RUSH
TUES8-?
AT THE

TEKE HOUSE
YOU NAME IT,
WE'VE GOT
PREFERRED PROPERTIES
Houses & Apartments
For Rent
FOR SUMMER & FALL
FANTASTIC PARTY
HOUSE, INDOOR POOL,
AND MUCH, MUCH,
MORE.

FOR INFORMATION
CALL ■ 352-9378
10-5 DAILY

The session, costing about $300,000
and expected to last three weeks, will
seek guidelines for coping with
energy shortages and price
explosions that are rejiggenng world
economies Most drastically affected
are the poor countries in Asia, Africa
and Latin America
Economics have labeled this group
the Fourth World to distinguish them
from Third World countries which
are developing but which are also
rich or potentially rich in raw
materials The two industrially
developed "worlds" are usually
referred to simply as East and West

Bank rates
NEW YORK i API Bankers Trust
Co. of New York, the nation's seventh
largest commercial bank, announced
yesterday that it was raising its
prime lending rate to 10 per cent,
reaching a record level set late last
year
The prime is the rate banks charge
their best corporate customers
While not directly tied to the rates
charged for consumer loans, a
sustained rise in the prime can
Influence those rates as well

BGSU WOMEN
|$900 worth of scholarship
■money is available for women
Iwho compete in the 1974 Miss
BG Pageant.
This is not a beauty contest!
but combines poise and talent
with beauty in the final
judging.
For further information
contact Mrs. Roger Motten
at 352-2064 or the BG
Chamber of Commerce at
352-7945.

STILL LOOKING FOR
A PLACE TO LIVE
THIS SUMMER & FALL
IF SO. STOP OUT TO CHERRY
HILL VILLAGE AND SEE WHY WE
HAVE THE BEST APARTMENTS IN
TOWN. •

SUMMER LEASE AVAILABLE
SPECIAL RATES-JUNE 15th
TO AUG. 30th $300.00 FOR
• COMPLETE APARTMENT.
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

853 NAPOLEON RD.
SUITE 5
For info call 352-6248
HOURS 9-13. 1-5MON-FRISAT1-5

"The community han't
let us down." Baxter said.
referring to $1,500 already
donated to Crisis Phone by
area residents.
She said Crisis Phone
provides an Important
service to the area, as
shown by its average yearly
total of about 5,000 calls
received
Baxter added that Crisis
Phone also is "allying
itself
with WOMEN, a
campus group that was
denied general fee funding
for. among other things, a
rape crisis center.

/Money
gone

Th. CrWa Phono it In trouble,
coordinator, answering a call horo, says tho organisation doot
not ovon havo onough money to pay its 580 monthly phono
bill. (Nowsphoto by Marty laFontaino)

Electronic roulette' weeds out
fishy IRS returns for auditing
BOSTON (API - There's
less than a two per cent
chance thai the Internal Revenue Service (IRSl will
audit your income taxes this
year, but if the taxman does
come, you'll probably end up
paying more money.
A computer weeds out the
returns that look fishy And
it does it so efficiently that
the IRS says its agents find
something wrong in the
governmenl's favor in 71 per
cent of the returns thev
check
"Our principal source for
deciding who we will audit
this year is our computer."
said John E. Foristall. head
of the IRS office in Boston.
IT'S a matter of playing
the electronic odds A giant
computer in Martinsburg,
W. Va. and six regional
computers check every tax
return filed in this country
in a seaich for anything
peculiar, such as big
business expenses or large
charitable contributions.
Then it gives each return a

score. The higher the
number, the better the
chances of being audited
Foristall said in 1973 the
IRS checked 1.4 million of
the 80.4 million personal tax
returns filed He said the
government claimed extra
taxes were owed it in one
million cases and agents
found 58.000 persons in that
group had paid too much
tax
HAVING large deductions
will earn a high computer
number for your tax return
But it will also get one If it
includes complicated forms
or shows a large income.
"The more complicated
the return is, the more liklihood there is for a mistake."
said Foristall. "We also look
at the income If somebody
is in six figures, we'll take a
pretty good look at that "
JUST because the giant
IRS computer might find
something different about
your return does not
necessarily mean there will
be an audit

"We don't just rely on the
computer." Foristall said
"Quite often, there is a
logical explanation for it
right on the form Maybe a
letter or something is
attached
So our most
experienced agents eyeball
the forms first "

Some people will be
audited regardless of what
the computer says if they
are in a job which the IRS
believes will tempt them to
avoid declaring income
People in this category
include rock musicians and
private
consultants.
Foristall said

Famous violinist to conduct
seminars, classes this week
Virtuoso Louis Krasner, renowned violinist and professor
of violin and chamber music at Syracuse University, will
visit the University tomorrow and Thursday Krasner will
conduct seminars and master classes for string and
composition students
Born in Russia and brought to the United States at the age
of five, Krasner is an authority on the "New Viennese
School of Though!" of Schoenberg. Berg and Webern, three
of the "most celebrated violin concerti of the twentieth
century."
Krasner is a member of the Music Panel of the National
Endowment of the Arts and an elected council member of
the College Music Society.
He also has performed with many major orchestra,
including the New York Philharmonic. Vienna Philharmonic and Orchestras ol London. Paris and Rome.
An honorary member ot the Academia Filarmonica,
Bologna, Italy, Krasner received the governor's award for
excellence in the Arts from Rhode Island in 1968
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A McDonald s Hamburger, fries and an icy cold &St'&& They taste great together
Come to think of it. they taste pretty good apart, too'"*"'

■McDonald's
I ■
I

1050 S. Main
&

1470 E. Wooster
(across from Harshman)
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Local shops' business rises;
crisis keeps patrons in area
EDITORS NOTE -Has the
energy crlili left an imprint
on American life? To find
oat, Atioclated Pren
reporter! talked with
government
leaden,
buslnesimen and the man oa
the itreet ta get a
preliminary reading. la the
final installment of a threepart aeries, the effect! on
rural areai are examined
By Cralg Ammerman
Anoclated Preu Writer

KROGER

The gasoline lines, the
renewed emphasis on mass
transit, the skyrocketing
utility bills are all things
people in rural America
have read about. But in most
cases they've seen little of
them

.i™n*
HUNDREDS OF

The energy crisis, like
other sudden changes in the
country's lifestyle, has had
some impact on rural
America. But it is less
noticeable and more likely
to be ignored than in the
cities and suburbs.

I

THE problems of the
cities generally reach the
rural areas, but in a diluted
form. And the millions of
people who live there for the
most part go about their
daily lives much the way
they always have.
Associated Press (API
reporters who visited rural
communities in five states
in recent weeks reported
there have been some
changes because of the
energy crisis. But the
problem endured by many
cities and suburbs translate
into aggravations rather
than crises for rural areas
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"THEN this energy crisis
thing started, with allotments of gas always going
lower and lower." he said.
"We were down to 350
gallons a day when I left"
(to be a fire department
captain). By that time,
Davis said his monthly
income had plunged from
$1,300 to $600.
In Colfax, a wheat
farming area where last
year's record prices have
brought
a degree of
prosperity, the local Sears
store said orders were up 10
per cent:
the manager
attributed it to persons who
make fewer shopping trips
to Spokane The local library
said it could not keep how-to
books on the shelves any
more "People are staying
home more and need things
to do," explained the
librarian.
In Harvard, Mass., an
affluent town of 3,300 people
located 32 miles west of
Boston, the housing industry
has suffered. In recent years
towns like Harvard have
grown as people moved
farther out of the center
city. But that has stopped, at
least temporarily.
INQUIRIES about homes
have been cut in half,
realtors say, and in the first
10 weeks of this year seven
houses were sold
in

■-SOME local stores
report increased business
because local residents are
less likely to drive SO miles
or sm to urban shopping
centers. Other stores, such
as clothing concerns, report
a drop in business, and
attribute it to local residents
spending less because of
higher prices for food and
gasoline
■■LOCAL residents who
drive considerable distances
to shop or to watch the local
high school athletic teams
are more likely to form car
pools, and they aren't taking
as many trips.
John Sutherland, an automobile dealer in Nicholasville. Ky . said "people
around here were looking
for small cars for a while,
but that's beginning to
change already.''
FOR SOME in rural
America, like Jay Davis,
there has been an energy
crisis.
Davis. 28, moved to
Colfax, Wash . last year and
began managing a service
station with a staff of six, a

Harvard. Last year, in the
same period, 18 were sold.
In Plant City, Fla . a town
of 20,000 about 28 miles east
of Tampa, a gasoline station
went out of business and
there were long lines until a
voluntary
odd-even
rationing plan took effect.

companies. Joan Stockwell
of Colfax said
"I Just think they wanted
more money. It's like the
wheat shortage. There was
one, we were told...we were
told there would be no flour.
But at the store, there was
flour. Of course, it cost
more..this is the kind of
thing you just learn to live
with. There's no sense
making a big deal out of it.
As soon as that damn
Watergate is over with, it
will all go off-there wiU be
no shortage "

Tampa. Service stations
closed early. Some residents
formed car pools for
shopping. Now it's getting
back to normal, officials
say.
PLANT CITY was
generally typical of the
small towns the reporters
visited. They found people
coping with their problems,
and some of them cynical
about what had caused the
trouble.
Speaking of the oil

But the winter strawberry
crop-the main industry-got
to market except when there
was a truckers' strike. The
local gift shop's business
went up when local residents
didn't want to drive to

■■"
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by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
SIR. SO fAK. IN THIS

IT IS almost impossible to
gauge what impact the
energy situation will have on
the future of small towns
But many who live there
find it hard to believe any
lasting changes will be
forced upon them with the
exception of high prices for
gasoline.
Most rural areas visited
by AP reporters have
endured some changes
-GASOLINE prices are
higher, and a few service
stations have gone out of
business. Small motels have
experienced a drop in
business.

DOZ
CTN

large repair business and
gasoline
sales
of
1,000
gallons a day.
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

Conneaut

Tuesday, April 8, lWt

Experienced typist. Dissertations theses, etc.
352-6215

The B.GSU Karate Club will meet tonight and
Thursday night from 8 10 p m In the South Gym of the
Women's Gym Open to the public. New classes
starting
RIDES
Desperately need ride lo
University of Virginia
Easier weekend Will
pay Please call Ellen
372-1728.
Need ride to Clev. Fri.,
April 12 after 11:00 am
and back Sun. $$ 3S2-6613
LOST AND FOUND
Lost Day's blue class
ring, Fort Recovery
High. Call Alice 2-5223
Reward.
Lost: BGSU 1974 Class
Ring in Buckeye Room of
Union Monday night
Reward. No questions
asked. 3M-7M2,
Lost: 2 p'ld grls. midi
coats li ID 'sat C I. We
need them desperately.
If have them or any info,
please call 372-4883 or
372-4192 No ques asked
We just want them back.
Lost: Pair of black rim
glasses in a brown
glasses case. If found
call Jim at 2-4834
HELP WANTED

V.I.P. seeks

Ezp R*R Bss 4 Drms
seeks Lead. Rhythm.
vocals 686-3SS6 I alt 6i

students' help

Girls wanted for summer
service station help. I'm
forms turn. Call 6it-iOB4

Volunteers in Progress
(V.I.P.), a student-run
service organization, would
like volunteers for their
Woodlane School project for
mentally retarded children.
Volunteers spend two hours
a week helping the teachers
with the children.
The American Red Cross
also needs volunteers.
Students wishing to volunteer should contact the
Volunteers in Progress
office by April 10 at 406
Student Services Bldg. or
call 372-2897.

Piixa makers and
delivery people wanted.
Apply In person to
Pagliai's. 1004 South
Main St.
WANTED
Fem Roomee immediately at Cherry Hill. 3520178.
2 m needed to fill 4 man
apt at Haven House this
summer. $100 summer/man Call 372-5837
1 f. who will grad In Dec.
needs place to live next
fall qtr. Can sublease for
that qtr. only. Call 2-5*37.

2 f. needed fall $55 mo
Call 384-1311.
2 f. rmts for summer.
352-7858 or 352-4237
Male lo share 5 room
turn apt 1 block from
campus Approx $70 includes all utilities. Call
Toledo. 666-3180 for
appointment.
Girl's used bicycle
wanted. Call 352-7181.
Wanted to Buy' Boy's
26" or 27" 5 speed or 10
speed bicycle Ph. N.
Baltimore. 257-5211 after
5.00.

SKIN PROBLEM? Men
and women clear up your
complexion with easy to
use STARLITE Call for
appointment Betty. 3526641
PERSONALS
THETA CHI RUSH
PARTY TUESDAY AND
WED 7-8 COME AND
GET DRUNK.
Crisis Phone needs
volunteers who will be
here this summer and
would like to work as
telephone respondents.
Call 352-7587 for information.

SERVICES OFFERED

Applications for Directorship to the Office of
Voter Awareness can be
picked ap at 115 Union

Need to talk? Decisions''
Call us at EMPA for
Pregnancy Aid. 382-6236
M 11-1; TWR 6 30-8:10: P
1*

The Little Slsses would
like to congratulate the
new Phi Psi Actives.
Congrats to Bill. Dave,
Harold, and Rick

INTERESTED IN NOFRILLS LOW-COST JET
TRAVEL to Europe. The
Middle East. The Far
East. Africa, or practically anywhere? EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS
can help you find the
least expensive way for
getting where you want
to go Phone us toll-free,
24 hours a day, at ISOOI
223-5518.

What an April Fool's, are
you sure you're pinned
Denise? Anyway, to you
and Tim. Congrats on
your Gamma Phi-Delt
pinning.

Abortion Information
Service. Clinic very close
to area. 1-24 week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist. Immediate
arrangements will be
made with no hassle. Call
collect 24 hour service.
216-631-1557

Would the person who
"borrowed" my little
girl's souvenier program
at the Carpenter's
Concert please return it
to 610 Fourth Street, ApL
B.

For your PHOTOGRAPHIC Needs: portraits, passports, applications and etc.
Weissbrod Studio 123 W.
Wooater Ph 354-8041.
CUSTOM WEDDING
RINGS by PHILIP
MORTON at THE
WORKING
HAND
CRAFT CENTER 518

To Mary Jo and Monty,
best wishes on your
engagement. It sure was
a surprise at our winter
formal' Your Gamma
Phi Sisters

All females
come

are wel-

AEPi B-Ball team, Congrats on your selection to
represent all BG Frats at
the Columbus Invitational.
Don't Forget: "THREEFER" WEDS, evening
from 7 TILL CLOSING
Take advantage of our
stupidity • if we're lucky
we might have music
Where? The C I., OF
COURSE! OOH-LALA!!
FOR SALE
'88 Caprice - Full power
«. AC. 384-1483 after 5
Farfisa Professional
organ with Leslie amplifier - was $2200 new.
Asking $1500 or best
offer Like new. Call 3520S8> ask for Terry After
5 p.m.

TO

Apartment to sublet
Spring quarter 2 bdrms .
l'i baths $85 mo. For
information call 382*178.
Nice 2 bed. apts. for 4
students turn., a/c.
Summer & Fall rentals
with 8 mo. leases and
special summer rates.
Buff Apts 1470 and 1480
Clough. Call 354-7841 or
353-3141 for information
Apartment to sublet
Spring quarter 2 males
115 mo. For information
Call 352-8378.
2 bedroom. alr<onditioned. carpeted, downtown. June 1152-7763
2 bedroom, air-conditioned, carpeted, downtown, June 1352-7763

Siberian Husky puppies.
6 weeks old 188-1811.

Now Renting For Fall
Qtr, Furn 2 bed., 1
baths, 8228 mo. 3 occupants. $240 mo. 4 occupants. I bed. furn.. 2
adults $170 mo. Prices
are for a 8 mo. lease,
beat k water furn.. lower
prices for 1 year lease.
Call for our low summer
rates and inspection 3524384 or 1-8838882 collect.

1872 V.W. Van $200 below
book Extras. 418-3343208.
10 x SO Mobile Home in
good condition. 658-1782.
17 Dodge Van 8800. Call
352-88H leave message
for Bill.
Red. 71 Vega Hatchback,
auto trans., radio and 4
radialsDtni, 2-283* after
7:00 l-ff 4-3*84.
Two Optlmus - 2
speakers, almost new,
1100. 372-1386.
Turntable with speakers.
8 - track tape and
AM, FM radio 353-1855
Vlvitar loom leas 18205mm 8125.2-2001.

Congratulations to
Vtckye Hill on making
cheerleader! Your DZ
Sisters.

Summer 4 next school
year 1.2.3 bedroom apts
and bouses. 878-188*

Alpha Epsilon Pi LU Sis
Ruth Wed April 10, 7 00.

APARTMENTS
RENT 352-4871

66 Olds.F-S8 Goodtransporution Call 352-6887
after 5:00p.m.

Sue Fltt - You'll make a
great vice pres. of
Golden Torch. Congrats!
Your DZ Sisters.

Kappa Sigma L.S. wish
their Bros, a great spring
oaart.

ished apt. avail immed
April rent free Call 6685*61 or 372-2301 between 8
and 5

FOR RENT

1 bedroom apartment to
sublet, for sammer only.
840 month for 4 persons,
$51 month for 5 persona
Call Lindsay 171-1171.
Sublet - 2 bad. wafurn-

NOW LEASING
NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
Nice two bedroom apartments for four students.
Big closets, carpeting
throughout, good location
Apartment buildings
located at 821 East
Merry and 824 Sixth
Street. Phone 351-7111 for
further information.
Apt to sublet, l harm.
married couple or 2 P.
1120 inc utilities 3518205
SUMMER RENTALS Furnished 2 bedroom a ir
conditioned apts 1 blocks
from center of campus.
Available Jane 18 - Aug.
11. Low Summer rates.
&G. APARTMENTS 111
- 822 Second Street Ph.
188*118.
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Weicker shows 'abuse' of IRS
WASHINGTON (AP) The White House made a
total effort dating from the
first days of the Nixon
administration to use the

Internal Revenue Service
and other federal agencies
to control its political and
ideological opponents, Sen.
Lowell P Weicker said

Coming conference on
learning society' idea
A conference focusing on
the "learning society" will
be held Friday, April 26
Entitled "The Learning
Society: Blueprint for
Action." it is co-sponsored
by the University and the
American Association of
Higher Education (AAHE).

THE SECOND dimension
will be offered simultaneously and will respond
to those who remain uncommitted or who wish to
continue investigating what
a learning society would
mean to them in relation to
their roles, resources and
responsibilities.

The "learning society"
concept has gained prominence recently through
extensive discussion by the
Notre Dame Task Force and
the Michigan State Task
Force
p1

.

Adjusting a photograph In the Industrial Education and Technology Building i» Ralph Poor, junior (Ed.). Prints made during
last quarter's photography classes IET 381 and 460 arc on
display in tho lobby. (Nowsphoto by Marty LaFontaine)

OfSp/QV

The conference's format
will vary to Include panels,
information sessions, discuss ion
groups.
working planning
groups,
speakers and opportunities
to design one's own
experiences.

The conference will have
two major dimensions. The
first will address individuals
convinced of the reality and
potential of the learning
society concept

Nixon signs bill ra ising
minimum wage in stages
WASHINGTON (API
Legislation raising the
federal minimum wage in
stages from $1 60 to $2 30 an
hour was signed into law
yesterday by President
Nixon.
Nixon had vetoed similar
legislation last year, and
voiced reservations about
the measure sent him by
Congress. But he said he
was signing it because
"raising the minimum wage

Schedules
j:
.
:
v

Summer school bulle
tins are available at tho
Office ol Continuing
Education 504 Admin- |
istrationBldg

is now a matter of justice
that can no longer be (airly
delayed."
The measure raises the
minimum wage for 36
million workers covered
under the 1966 minimum
wage law from $1.60 to $2.00
on May 1. with other
increases boosting it to $2 30
by Jan. 1. 1976 The $2 30
rate will be effective (or all
affected workers by 1978
IN ADDITION, the legis
lation extends federal
minimum wage and overtime requirements to 7.4
million additional workers.
When fully effective, the
new law will cover 56
million workers

Hitchhiking-dangerous;
attack, rape possible
Hitchhiking generally
Increases with warm
weather but the practice can
be dangerous and unlawful.
Dale Shaffer. Campus
Safety director said.
Hitchhiking is unlawful if
the hitchhiker is on a paved
portion of the roadway,
according to a city
ordinance
Recently, four female
students were raped after
being abducted while
walking alone on city streets
between the campus and
downtown area. About two
years ago, four of the five
rapes reported in the
campus area resulted from

females hitchhiking.
Rapes in the University
area have occurred most
frequently when the victim
was either hitchhiking or
walking alone on deserted
streets.
Shaffer recommends that
women relrain (rom these
practices and advises
students to notify Campus
Safety if a suspicious person
or vehicle is located in the
campus area.
The Campus Safety office
is in 104 Commons and the
phone number is 372-2346. A
dispatcher is on duty 24
hours per day. every day.

In a written statement distributed by the White House,
Nixon said the new wage
schedule fits his criteria for
"reasonable
increases, phased in so that the
very people such increases
are intended to help do not
find themselves suddenly
priced out of the job market.
The additional coverage
goes to 5 million federal,
state and local employees. 1
million domestics and additional retail
store
employees, service industry
employees and farm
workers
THE new coverage for
domestic employees applies
to those who work more than
eight hours a week, whether
for one or more employer,
or who work as much as 50
hours in a calendar quarter.
However, casual babysitters, companions for
elderly or ailing persons and
"live-in" domestics are
exempt.
Full-time students may be
employed for no more than
20 hours a week at 85 per
cent of the regular wage

Club meeting
The Child and Family Development Club will meet at
4 p.m. tomorrow in the
Home Economics Living
Center.
Deanna Radeloff. assistant professor of home
economics, will discuss the
new Early Childhood Education major in the College
of Education.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••
Tonight: 9-lnfinity ??

floor
The bill also narrows
exemptions for overtime in
some industries, grants
modified overtime rights to
police and firemen, tightens
the present law on child
labor on farms and extends
provisions aimed at job discrimination against elderly
persons.

•„, Q

yesterday.
Weicker (R-Conn). made
public a flood of memos
which he said showed the
systematic abuse of the IRS,
starting with the creation in
1969 of a secret task force to
collect tax information on
so-called activist groups
USING another set of
documents given the Senate
Watergate Committee.
Weicker detailed what he
said were 54 separate under
cover
investigations
conducted for the White
House by retired New York
City detective Anthony T.
Ulasewicz
They included three
separate and unsuccessful
attempts to link Sen
Edward Kennedy (DMass I to "wild parties" in
California. Hawaii, and
Arizona.
Testifying before a joint
session of three Senate
subcommittees' investi-

The Union's facilities will
be used during the conference Meetings will be
from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
with registration at 9-9:30
a.m.
Pic registration fees are
$4 for AAHE members. $10
for non-members and $2 for
full-time students.
Pre-registration will be
handled by the national
office and must be received
by April 19. Mail preregistration fees to Regional
Programs. AAHE. Suite 780.
One Dupont Circle.
Washington DC 20056

gating the extent of covert
government
intelligence
operations. Weicker also
produced
documents
indicating the White House
had a strong interest in the
tax problems encountered
by presidential friends*
evangelist Billy Graham and
actor John Wayne.
SPECIFIC comparison
tax audit information also
was supplied the White
House on entertainers Frank
Sinatra. Sammy Davis Jr..

Fred MacMurray, Heter
Lawford, Jerry Lewis,
Richard Boone, and on
Lucille Ball and her
husband, Gary Martin, the
memos showed.
Weicker said the IRS
memo on the formation of
the special intelligence task
force discussed various
means by which the tax laws
could be used to attack what
it described variously as
activist,
ideological,
radical, militant, or
subversive groups.

License plate deadline nears
Midnight April IS is the deadline for displaying 1974
license plates.
The Bowling Green Auto License Bureau, 414 E. Wooster
St.. is open Monday through Friday 8:30 a.m. until 5 p.m.
with the exception of Good Friday when they will close from
noon until 3 p.m. The Bureau is open Saturdays from 8:30
a.m. until 12:30pm
Automobile license plates cost $10.50 plus a $.50
registration fee. Autoclub members are exempt from this
fee when they present their membership card.
Motorcycle plates cost $5 50 plus a $.50 registration fee.
Auto club members are not excluded from the fee.

T.O.'s CAMPUS CORNER
902 East Wooster St.

42%

S A Centerpiece 'f
for that
I
Easter Table. ■
Corsages Too!
428 E. Wooster
353-1045

For additional information contact conference
manager Paul Cappuzzello.
372-0202

CMC TRUCKS

HOLIDAY BUICK INC.
LtOon t-onkeu
OwNI*l
RALPH THAVIR JR.
RAY CON-IV

NORTH Dixie HIOHWAV
■ OWL>NC 6RKN, OMio 4 3402
PM .152 76BB

Congratulations to the

NEW DELTA
ZETA ACTIVES!
Marie Urderson
BarbBalsamo
JudiBowen
LynneOePetro
Diane Detwiler
Debbie Detwiler
Cindy FarnsKorth
Lynne Heckman
PatHerrell

Deoi Huffman
Debbie Jennings
Pat Jirik
Jill Kercher
Laurie Lynch
Rosie McGrady
Nancy Pope

f

Sandy Thorns

Karen Wilkie

CARL SEITZ
The Sisters of

Guitar and Vocals
We're Available For Teas - Call Us!

(fotyoitf

CHI OMEGA
115 COURT ST.

ItirtciclKirfck "fr********-***^* if if+

Are Proud To Announce
Their Newly Activated Members!
Vivian Giarusso

THE BUS STATION

Sally Arnold

April Evans

Chris Bandelow

Ellen Friemering

Linda Bis

Sally Heal

COLD

Shirley Bottles

Barb Hiebel

Beer and Wine

Kathy Brabbs

Denise Kistler

LisaCassel

Jody Meyer

500 E. Lehman

Is Now Featuring

Also pop. bread, dairy products,
chips, and party needs
Open Till 10:30 P.M. Daily

i mm
THWK. it AX H

SW/iiJLHAi.

Diane Constable Lorraine Procacci
Debbie Delany

Ellen Stacy

Janet Fox

Karen Van Hollebeke

• TICKETS ON SALE NOW •
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From the 'Count' to Carpenters...
Newsphotos by Michael

Grone

tivities Office and the School
of Music since Buddy Rich
appeared on campus last
spring. However, the conservative audience did not
add to outstanding individual
efforts of the band
members

Review by
Jack O'Breu
Although the crowd at the
concert wasn't what you
would .classify as over
enthusiastic, Count Basie
and his orchestra lived up to
their advanced billing as
"The Most Explosive Sound
in Jazz" Sunday night In the
Union.
Basle and his band
presented the third major
concert In four days at the
University and somehow
appeared lost in the shuffle.

MISSING was the
rhythmic clappin' and toe
tappin' that would have
turned the concert into a
swinging
musical
experience. Nevertheless,
the smooth overall Basie
sound made it a thoroughly
worthwhile and enjoyable
evening.

The performance was
probably the best concert in
the ongoing Jan Series
sponsored by the Union Ac-

Basle, a legendary figure
in the jazz world for more

than four decades, was
presented with an Award of
Excellence for Distinguished Achievements in
the Popular Arts by Dr. Ray
B. Browne, secretarytreasurer of the Popular
Culture Association. The
award was in recognition of
Basie's distinguished contributions to American
popular music.

Basie's achievements
include a royal command
performance for the Queen
of England, a 13-week
engagement in the Roof
Ballroom of New York's
Waldorf-Astoria hotel and a
personal invitation by
President-elect John Kennedy to play for the 1961
Inaugural Ball.

The award acknowledged
the "Count'' as a "musician
of taste and talent who for
more than 40 years has
provided music for the
pleasure of millions of
Americans, leaving a lasting
musical legacy to American
culture.''

THE two-hour concert
consisted of big-band type
instrumental
songs
composed by the band In
addition, a succession of
soloists, including "Candy"
Johnson on the saxophone
and Sonny Payne on the
drums, were delightful as
they displayed their

individual talents to near
perfection.
The Basie Band relied on
the qualities which have
garnered it awards In
numerous jazz polls..."a
simple, swinging, elliptical
piano style with a driving
impetus of a great rhythm
section."
Despite being 70 years old.
Basie managed to play the
piano with vim and vigor in
the fashion of a true
professional
Overall, the Basie Band's
performance was outstanding and a once inalifetime experience for
anyone who enjoys the bigband sounds of yesteryear.

#r—*-%
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By Jack O'Breu
Executive Sports Editor
ll wasn't exactly a laugh I minute, but the lamed Harlem
Globetrotters displayed their basketball magic before 2.700
persons al Anderson Arena List night
Lad by playei coach Marques llaynes and clown prince
Hubert "Goose" Ausbie, the Globetrotters performed their
usual water bucket, football, baseball and trick basketball
routines before I juvenile dominated audience llaynes.
known as the world's greatest dribbler" exhibited his
special talent al the close of the first 10-minute quarter,
while Ausble continuously journeyed into the stands (or a
dial with I.ins
The Globetrotter antics were present but somehow they
jusi didn't seem the Slim with Meadowlark Lemon and
Curlie Neal missing from the show
Highlights of the Globetrotters' perlormance included the
traditional raxzle-dazzle passing which delighted the crowd
for the entire evening and a dipspy doodle over-the-back
shot by HayneS in the second half
THE REAL star of the show was referee Joe Celentano.
who took ihe brunt of the (ilobetrotters' antics Without the
bald headed man in the striped black and white shirt touting
the whistle, the show might have taken on an entirely
different perspective
The New York Nationals, composed of basketball stars
who attended various I'S. universities, supplied the
opposition foi the Globetrotters
()h yes, the final score was 108-85 in favor of the favorltesthe Harlem Globetrotters.
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Newsphotos by
Joe Glick and Carl Seid
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.cr 8G entertainment explosion
Newsphotos by Carl Seid
Review by
Catfish Meyen
At 4:30 p.m. Thursday
three young women awaited
at the doors o( Anderson
Arena
Anticipating an interview
with the Carpenters, the
questions I wanted to ask
ran through my head
How did they (eel about
interviews'' Did Richard
really have trouble with
cars'' Did they have (un on
the Dating- Game'1 Or
maybe, was their reluctance
to take stands on social
issues just part o( their
image'.'
Those were questions 1
nevci asked Sherwin Bash,
the Carpenters' personal
manager, said they hadn't
arranged an interview on
concert tours lor over a
year "
THE Dl'O trooped in at
6 30. Karen without makeup, wearing a T-shirt (Ik
vheg Mai I man ■ and blue
jeans. Richard with short
blond hair, a long sleeved Tshirt and bush jeans They
even looked cute

Newsphotos by Joe Glick

Crowd devours
BTO's sounds
Review by Catfish

Meyers

Last Friday Bachman-Turner Overdrive performed
before a Bowling Green audience-and McKendree was
almost totally ignored The Whiz Kids were amazing
At the start, there was a large, blue, tight-packed
jrinning swamp outside Anderson Arena Its members
joined the push Faces, arms, bellies, and legs pushed tight
against the glass, and when the doors opened, everyone
surged. Five persons were cut by broken glass
INSIDE, there was running, rushing, more pushing to find
a seat. There was clapping, frizbees and balloons. Who said
the circus is dead'' Here were the tattered clowns.
The Whiz Kids are interesting I found it difficult to
believe that only two persons were on stage. They did a lot
of tricks to fill the holes-interesting, but not fantastic
McKendree Spring warmed my heart They were tight.
smooth and driving. Folkish natural energy, put through the
electiical gadgetry. was perhaps at its finest within the
confines of this group's music.
All members are accomplished musicians and
instrumentalists, but I especially enjoyed Michael Dryfus'
violin solo "God Bless the Conspiracy," almost like a FoldFiddle Hendrix onstage
During the third set, everyone was standing There was
the acrid smell of dope, and BTO was as hard and driving as
ever.
Eventually, they hit on "blue collar music." But anything
they played would have been devoured by this midwestern
crowd. And from the hamburger standard of Top 40. the
audience was treated to the steak of Bachman-Turner
Overdrive.
With high energy, the band worked the crowd into a
frenzy.
AFTERWARDS, I was promised a "five minute interview
by their manager, but it somehow managed to stretch into
half an hour of enlightening talk with Randy Bachman and
C. F. Turner,
It was 12:30 a.m. and most of what I remembered is that
Randy's heroes are George Benson, Barney Kessel, Shelly
Mann, Charlie Christian and Georgie Fame.
It was a concensus that they plan to keep expanding their
boundaries, while working on the same lines Their third
album will be titled "Bachman Turner III " And beyond
that, the replacement for Tim Bachman is every bit as good
and quite probably better.
See you at James Taylor May 9.
Randy Bachman

C f. Turner

Karen sat down at the
drums. PA. tests, and
"What is this mushy mess?
Zilcho " And then she asked.
We have to use this shitty
noise?" These were the only
private words I heard from
dear sweet Karen.
Bill Skiles and Pete
Henderson, members of the
warm-up group, are
comedians who do dog races
jokes Well, not jokes, but
creative humor.
They get an image going
in the audience's mind and
then play the most creative
tricks of any comedians I
have ever known I had seen
many of the gags before on
their
television
appearances, but still,
they're crazy.
They finished up a very
polished humor show At
9 15 the lights went out and
the audience sounds went
soft The Carpenters were
onstage
KAREN WORKED the
sides, never working any
one place, but all over The
duo did the hits that made
the Carpenters a household
name. And aha. Richard is
not stuck with just playing
piano and singing back-up
harmonies He talks, too.
They performed a medley
of early sixties Top 10. and
then the killer finale "Sing."
with a chorus made up of IS
area kids The Children's
Chorus broke me-it was too
good an idea.
They encored with "We've
Only Just Begun" and took a
New York bow (the entire
group linked arms and
bowed together I And that
was the Carpenters' show,
oral least their part.
The crowd's reaction was
what killed me As Karen
walked by. a photographer
yelled, "Karen I love you,"
as his film ran out. After the
lights came on all the little
dreams went up in three
thousand and one little
sighs

Aaron smashes 715
ATLANTA (AP) - Hank
Aaron broke Babe Ruth's
home run record lait
night, hitting No. 71S In the
fourth inning of a game
between the Atlanta Braves
and Los Angeles Dodgers.
The peerless Brave hit the
second pitch from Dodger
hurler Al Downing. Aaron
had walked in his first trip to
the plate.
The legendary Ruth, who
died In 1948. had hit 714
home runs, the last three In
1935 In a game against
Pittsburgh on May 25
THE soft-spoken Aaron's
record shot came in his third
game of his 21st season. It
came on his 11,295th at-bat
and in his 2,967th game
"Just thank God it's all
over," Aaron told the
cheering crowd.
Moments later, black Hall
of Famer Monte Irvln,
representing Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn, presented
Aaron with a $3,000
diamond-studded wrist
watch commerating the
occasion. The watch had the
figures 715 imprinted in gold
on it
Irvln was booed loudly by
the crowd The displeasure
was aimed at Kuhn. who had
ordered the Braves to play
Aaron In Cincinnati Sunday
against the club's wishes.

AS SOON as the ball left
the park, huge block
numerals
"715"
were
flashed on the center field
message board-about 25
feet to the right of where the
home run landed.
Then the message board

flashed "Hank."
Downing, a 33-year-old
veteran of 13 major league
seasons, returned to the
Dodger dugout during the
on-field ceremonies for
Aaron after the historic
home run.

It wai only Aaron's third
home run off Downing,
beginning his fourth year In
the National League. The
others came last seasonNo. 676 In Los Angeles on
April 15 and No. 693 In
Atlanta on June 9.
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Hank Aaren-alen* at the tap.

Netters drop sixth match
By Dan Garf If Id
Assistant Sports Editor
The future might be bright
for the Kalcon netters, but
for now, things aren't going
their way The Bowling
Green racketmen came
back empty handed from
Oxford where they dropped
matches to Cincinnati (7-2i
and Northern Illinois 15-4).
The freshmen-dominated
BG squad has a six-game
losing streak after opening
the season with a 5-4 win
over Eastern Kentucky.
However, sixth-singles
swinger Doug
Dennis
continues to win
Dennis, a sophomore and
former Toledo prep star,
cruised to a 6-2, 6-3 MidAmerican Conference win
over his Northern Illinois

opponent
after escaping
with a close 7-5, 7-6 win over
the Cincinnati sixth man.
There wasn't too much
excitement other than
Dennis' efforts Captain Tim
Hoover and junior Tim
Howell teamed in the third
doubles connection for the
only other BG point in the
Cincinnati contest.
Coach Bob Gill said the
Bearcat netters weren't as
strong as last year's squad
which blanked BG. 9-0. but
that they'd be a big threat In
the NCAA finals this season
"They're weaker than last
year, but they have their
first four players back and
that's all you need for the
NCAA tournament." said
the Falcon coach. "Their
one to four singles are

tough."
THE NORTHERN Illinois
contest matched two even
squads, but it was the
Huskies who won
The
bottom Falcon singlesmen.
Casey
Daganhardt.
Rob
Dowling
and
Dennis,
grabbed victories. Dagan-

Baseball
All five scheduled Falcon
baseball
games were
canceled last weekend due
to bad weather Last week's
tornadoes in southern Ohio
damaged the University of
Cincinnati's baseball field
and forced a cancellation of
three games while last
Sunday's doubleheader with
Ferris State at Warren E
Steller Field was rained out.
None of the games have
been rescheduled

hardt swept his opponent in
two sets. 6-2. 6-2. while
Dowling swung his way to a
three set triumph. 6-7, 6-4
and 6 1
Hoover won his second
doubles match of the day by
teaming with Howell. The
third-doubles pair won 6-4
and 6-3
Coach Gill said
the
Falcons could have won the
Mi
match,
but
inexperience caused
the
Falcons'downfall.
"Losing to them iNIUI
was disappointing We could
have won, but we showed a
little bit of inexperience. We
led in one or two matches,
but we let the momentum
shift too swiftly."
The Falcons make their
1974 home debut tomorrow
against
Case
Western
Reserve. Match time is 3:30
(i m at the Ice Arena courts

Stickers top Wittenberg
to notch second triumph
By Daa Garf leld
Assistant Sports Editor
Last Saturday's lacrosse
match pitting the Falcon
lacrosse squad and the
Wittenberg Tigers left three
things to be considered-the
good, bad and the ugly.
The good things were the
fine field maneuvers and allaround work of the Falcons
who romped to their second
straight win. an 8-4 pasting
of the visiting Tigers.
The bad concerns the very
close
officiating.
The
referee and the linesman
caught more crime than a
New York cop would in a
bookie joint.
Both teams were canned a
total of 33 times on a potpourri of violations ranging
from seven interference
calls to four on the head
infractions.
The ugly can only relate to
the Wittenberg defense
which held Falcon leading
scorer Verne Zabek to one
goal and two assists. Last
week, the Falcon field
marshall blitzed the Notre
Dame nets for three goals
and four assists
The defenseman mostly
responsible for holding back
the Falcon attackman was
Tom Beattie who said he had
little trouble controlling the
Falcon assist artist because
of fine scouting reports.
"He's a good player and
he has fine moves on the
field.'' said Beattie
"I
expected him
to move
around a lot. but we did a
good job of scouting him We
(Wittenberg) made too
many mistakes and that's
what hurt us today Our
goalie played good." added
the Wittenberg defenseman.

NEW YORK (API-Julius
Erving, the New York Nets'
dynamic forward and the
American Basketball Association's scoring champion
for the past two seasons,
was named the league's
Most
Valuable Player
yesterday.
The 67" Erving collected
49 votes from sports writers
and broadcasters in the
league
cities
Kentucky
Colonels'
center Artis

A pair of victories and a
school record in the shuttle
hurdle relay highlighted the
Falcon's
efforts
last
weekend in the 14th annual
Ohio University Relays at
Athens
The Falcons' strongest
effort came in the hurdles
where senior team captain
Dave Fegley sped to a 15 1
clocking and first place in

the 120 high hurdles.
BG's shuttle hurdle relay
team of Ron Weber.
Reginald Warren. Fegley
and Dave Godfray set a BG
mark of 1:01.7. but finished
third, eight-tenths of a
second off the pace set by
Oil and Eastern Michigan.
BG also placed first in the
two-mile
relay.
Rick
Snittker, Tom Preston.
Bruce Vermllyea and Craig
MacDonald turned in a 7:46.6

Sports club meeting
An organizational meeting of the Bowling Green Sports
Media and Administrators Club (SMACi will be held at 7
p.m. tomorrow in the Ice Arena Lounge
A club constitution and election of officers will be
discussed at the first session
The club's functions will include providing help at Bowling
Green athletic events, assisting other media people
covering such events and establishing programs designed to
provide experience in the field of sports coverage.
The club also will sponsor sessions featuring top names in
the sports world as well as going on field trips to sporting
events
Interested students are invited to attend tomorrow's
meeting.

Guys, come on over and help us give
our Little Sisses

HELL
on their hell night!
Delta Tau Delta

time, besting Ohio State by
almost five seconds.
Ron Weber and Jan Rubins
placed 7th and I lth in the
two-day decathalon meet
Ray Hupp of the Ohio Track
("lull won with 6.641 points,
while Weber totaled 5,837
and Rubins had 5.292

UAO
Women's 8-Ball Billiard
Tournament
Thurs.Aprilll-7p.m.
Single Elimination
*1°° Best of 9 Games
Trophies Awarded

"THIS is quite an honor."
said Erving. "This has been
my best all-around season
by far, and I lee I as though it
helps bring me a step closer
to realizing some of the
goals I set for myself when I
came into this profession."
The 6'7" Erving averaged
27.4 points per game in
leading New York to its best
record ever, 55-29.

WMEROF
ACADEMY A WAR] )S!

THE
EXORCIST
»

ls VARIETIES
PANCAKES a WAFFLES
Ope. Tun tar* Sat. 7:1M
Suatys 7:M-7:N

•H.M2-797I

(Weather Permitting)

BGSU GOLF COURSE
& DRIVING RANGE *

$ 50.00
$ 60.00
$120.00

(Family Plans Also Available)

GREEKS FEES SCHEDULE
Weekdays
BGSU Students
All Others
Weekends
BGSU Students
All Others

9 Holes 18 Holes
$1.50 $2.00
$3.00 $4.00
9 Holes 18 Holes
$2.00 $3.00
$3.50 $5.00

NOW -7:15 4 9:45

7 ACADEMY A WAR!
BEST PICTURE!

■S£^

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

ROBERT
SHAW
AGCOOGtOOHUFlM

"THE STINi
'tCmcOLOl * .U-MtHPCIUK 1

Ilight-Side-Up - or Upside-ttown
We're the "biggest little store" in town
See Us Now For Spring Tops, Halters &
Shirts - Team With Our Slacks, Jeans,
Jackets or Skirts.

|CINEMA I

412 EAST W00STER
BANQUET ROOM

K»nh>Q

Now Open!

Weekdays: 3 p.m.-l 1 p.m.
Sat.Sun. 1 p.m.-11 p.m.

PAUL
NEWMAN
ROBERT
REDFORD

(H«a>

Miami University finished
one stroke ahead of Indiana
for second place honors and
Ohio University was fifth as
the MAC was well repre-

sented.
Other scores for the
Falcons were Jim Decker
with 155 (80-75). Steve
Mossing with 157 (75-821.
Ken Walters with 158 (79-79)
and Bob Belmonte with 163
(81-82).
BG mentor John Piper
called Stewart's performance "a great effort."
Stewart, a center on the
Falcon's hockey team, has
spent a majority of his time
in recent weeks thinking
about a professional hockey
contract which makes his
last
weekend's stick
swinging
even
more
impressive
Ohio State set a meet
record with a 367 team total
in the second round.

* DRIVING RANGE HOURS

mmi

NOW - 7:20 & 9:50

the Marshall Invitational at
Huntington. W. Va . 26
strokes behind first place
finisher Ohio State
Sophomore John Stewart
lit Falcon hopes when he
fired a one-under par 71 in
the tourney's second round
to finish as BG's top shotmaker with an 152 figure
Junior co-captain Mark
McConnell also shot a tworound total of 152 (77-751,
tying Stewart for fourth
place among Mid-American
Conference (MACI golfers
In the tournament.

BGSU Students
Faculty 4 Staff
Public

Toyow<Wor'ir,n«sttr». Mo nm'n natch- rUmyin»»

CINEMA n

Poget

SEASON HKM8ERSHIPS
NOW ON SALE

TOMIGHT
5RlK-MI.DN.16.

.

PORTS

East Poe Road - Phona 2-2674

OR GRAPE CRUSH WITH 7v4E PORCH A-E.

Rush, Tues., April 9
7-?
Fun and Refreshments

Gilmore was a distant
second with nine votes.

Of A*3.»Of llSAtW'SiTf MSt*««f)

2

Ckar Broiled Steaks aid
Ckopt
Fall Coarse Family Dia-

A dark showing by the
Falcon
linksmen
last
weekend had but one bright
spot, and its glitter gave a
lift to a squad which is
experiencing early-season
difficulties
Bowling Green finished
seventh among 10 teams in

<»• «2 ©r. CAMS OF STrWWBErWY; oRAWSE

Sign Up Now —
UAO Office 2-2343
Buckeye Room - Union

- FEATURING -

By Dick Rees
Staff Writer

CRUSH

loMf.SftAls.

THE FIGHTING Falcon
stickers, up 5-3 going into
the final stanza, didn't waste
time putting Wittenberg out
of its misery. The penalties
piled up on both squads as
pushing and shoving picked
up tempo on the field.
Attackman Bill Grimes
fired a snot in from Zabek.
middle Paul EMridge got a
HtUe help from fellow
linesman Rich Alpert and
Zabek iced the game with
his solo goal of the afternoon. Grimes fired the pass
for the eighth Falcon goal.
Tomorrow the Falcons
will host Midwest Lacrosse
Association foe Wooster at
3:30pm at the Stadium.

Stewart sizzles at AAU
as golfers place 7th

6 PACK

Jim Spiers placed second
in the steeplechase, as did
Tim Zumbaugh in the sixmile run and the mile relay
team Recording third-place
finishes were the distance
medley team, the four-mile
relay team and Lou Maclin
in the triple jump

*s

than 25 minutes.

Tuesday, April 9, 1974

FREE!

Hurdlers star at relays

advantage,
Mike Wilcox
popped in his first point of
the season, taking a pass
from middle Paul Collins
and firing It home from
close range.
Midfieldman
Wayne
talked about the daring
tactics Wittenberg put on
the Falcons.
"They were diving down
on the ball," said the fouryear veteran. "It's a good
defensive move but you
could get hurt that way."
The Falcon defense, also a
solid unit, put the clamp on
Wittenberg's
offense,
halting all attacks from
midway in the second period
to 4:52 in the third quarter.
The Tigers were unable to
get a shot on goal for more

The BG NewTl

Erving voted MVP

Fegley takes honors

By Jerry Masek

WITTENBERG'S neversay-die defense held the
Falcons during many mandown situations. Despite
Paul Wayne's two underhand goals at 14:28 and 6:15
in the first quarter, the
Tigers stuck close to the
talented BG stickers.
For the 490 fans Saturday,
it was a guessing game to
determine when the Falcons
would score next. BG was
unpredictable.
In the second quarter with
BG holding a 2-1 lead, freshman Pete Speers bolted
between a
wall of
"kamikaze"
Wittenberg
defensemen to score the
third BG point of the day.
Less than a minute later,
with the man-down dis-

m

